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The description of the Casing is for the AirSOFT Eagle Desert only and will not fit the actual agreement. Check out our store for casings that fit real firearms. Our 'Demon' series casing is designed for competitive shooters. It's engineered to be faster, more adjustable, and easier to use than most other
casings on the market. If speed is your objective, you won't find a better casing. These covers are suitable for anyone who wants to keep their weapons safe and secure on their hips! It will work great to shoot competition, firearms training, open carry-on, and LEO/military use, or even as something to
keep your weapons nearby on a relaxing day at the range. Features of this casing:Very rugged Black .080 Carbon Fiber patterned retention of materialAdjustable kydex (loose or tightening screw 2 under the trigger controller to adjust retention)Cant adjustable (just loosening 4 screws in the clip, turn the
clip into the position you want, and strain the screws)Adjust for any belt size (rearrange the narrow pieces inside the Tek-Lok to fit any size belt from .5 to 2.25)Made to adjust the Marui spec airsoft Desert Eagles, including WE Tech, KWC, and Tokyo Marui, if you're not sure if you're going to design latch
molded to the gun with the desired one and convince 'click'Low cut for a short sleeve long sweep to help re-casing and keep clothes from snaggingOnly the best hardware can be found in my holster , Blade-Tech Tek-Lok clips I chose are artwork! Thank you for considering this product from GMI Safe
Holsters. Easy. Strong. *Please allow business day construction time 5-10. Keep in mind our products are made-for-order, which is why waiting is extended, but it also allows us to manage a larger selection of products Learn more about this item Pro Series Desert Eagle Holsters has been designed from
the ground up by us internally and strictly tested. Pro Series Desert Eagle Holsters is certified to suit the WE (both normal variants and L6), KWC, Cybergun, Tokyo Marui and guard (Body Kit) desert Eagles. The casing is made entirely in the UK from 2mm pure (.08) P1 Kydex, if applicable they are also
packed either 1000D or 500D Cordura Fabric.Features:Enhanced Opening for Easy Reholstering Made of 2 Thick Kydex2 Points RetentionAccepts Adjustable Height SightsAccepts Threaded BarrelsMounting:Our cover is able to launch to all mounting platforms using this 3-screw system including but not
limited to: Safariland, Blackhawk, FMA, G-Code, G-Code RTI And Blade-Tech.Once you have established casings, we advise using super glue or to ensure that all screws will not come loose over time and use. MOUNTAINS ARE NOT INCLUDED AND ARE AVAILABLE SEPARATELY TO THE
ONGOING COMPLICATIONS OF OUR CURRENT COVID-19 LEAD TIME IS UP TO 5 WEEKS ALL ORDERS OF CONFINEMENT
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